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УДК 523.852
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Происхождение и динамика гигантских расширяющихся оболочек
нейтрального водорода

Предложена эволюционная модель образования гигантских рас-
ширяющихся оболочек нейтрального водорода в галактиках. Оболоч-
ки возникают в сверхоблаках на поздних этапах развития звездных
комплексов. Для объяснения наблюдаемых динамических характери-
стик наибольших оболочек необходимо учитывать, что они могут ини-
циировать звездообразование в холодных облачках существующих
в сверхоблаках за счет тепловой неустойчивости. Для удовлетвори-
тельного описания свойств сверхоболочек эффективность стимулиро-
ванного звездообразования должна составлять менее 1%.

I.G.Kolesnik, S.A.Silica

Origin and Dynamics of Expanding Neutral Hydrogen

Supershells

The evolutionary model of expanding supershells regulated by

iBduoad star formation is proposed. It is suggested that giant

expanding shells are formed in superolouds at late evolutionary

stage of star complexes. To understand the dynamics of the most

huge eupershelle it is necessary to take into aooount that ex-

panding shells can trigger star formation in oold dense pre-exis-

ting cloudlets. Efficiency of induced star formation must be

less than one percent to fit observational properties of super-

ehells.
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INTRODUCTION

The reoent high resolution surveys in the line of neutral

hydrogen of our [24-26] and near galaxies [4-8,21,35] substantial-

ly extended our knowledge about large-soale struofcurea, dynamics

and energetios of interstellar medium. Inspection of this sur-

veys has revealed huge regions which are depleted of HI f5-d]

(HI holes) and filamentary condensations identified witл ex-

panding shells[24-263 . Radii of these shells range frome about

0.1 kpo to more than 1 kpo and masses of HI estimated have been

removed from holes range up to 10 Me. Similar etruoturea are

observed in distribution of ionized hydrogen [12,20,22,34]. There

exist some points of view about the nature of these large-scale

galaotio structures. Goeaohinskij [23] has pointed out that

some shells are possibly not real objects at all. Bochkarev,Sit-

nik [3] have shown that X-ray Cygnus superbubble is the result

of superposition of discrete X-ray sources probably on the line

of sight. But the whole complex of observational data gives evi-

denoe that these supershe11s and holes are common features in

all spiral and irregular galaxies when high resolution maps are

available.

The energy needed to produce the largest shells reaohes up

to 10-** erg. Several raeohanisma have been proposed to input suoh

extreme energies: effects of strong stellar winds and cascade of

aupernovae explosions in OB associations [9,29,43.44], the evo-

lution of HII regions around OB associations [41], collisions

of high-velocity clouds with galactic dick [40], radiation pres-

sure from field stars [.18], explosions of very massive stars [2
 f

45], self-propagating star formation [13,19,39] .

Observations show that only small fraction of the Galaotio

shells seem to contain OB associations, but shells and "holes'*

revealed in IMC, M31 and other near galaxies show a dear 00-

incidence with OB associations and regions of reoent star for-

mation [5-8,11,13]. In studying this correlation one gets the

impression that there is a progression suoh that the smaller holes

coinoide with HII regions, the medium size holes with OB-asso-

ciations, the largest ones show evidence for star formation along

their border [6,8,11,13]- So the energy input to "holes" and
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shelle is dominated by the massive stars ending their evolution

as supernovae.

On the other hand reoent observations of proper motions and

space distribution of young stars and star clusters show that

they are clumped into large star-forming regions with mean size

of about 600 po [i4»15l- This star complexes are the largest struc-

tures in galaxies after spiral arms. Star complexes,"holes" and

expanding supershells have almost the same parameters in different

galaxies. These results imply that the fundamental primary soale

out of which these large-scale structures form does exist.

Indeed, observational data and theoretical investigations re-

veal f16,17,31»32} that superolouds with dimensions as large as a
7

kiloparseс or more and masses of about 10 Me oan be formed in

gaseous disks of galaxies.lt has been shown further by Kolesnlk

[32] that conditions are developed for giant molecular olouds and

then star complexes formation in these huge gravitatlonally bo-

und condensations.

Coincidence of typical sizes and masses all above objects

suggests superolouds, star complexes, HI "holes" and expanding

supers he lla are different evolutionary stages just of the same pro-

oess of formation and evolution of most huge self-gravitating ga-

lactic structures. In this case HI "holes" and supershells are

formed at the late evolutionary stage when gas is sweeped up from

the oentral regions and is concentrated at the periphery of su-

percloud by collective effeots of supernovae explosions.

The work presented hare is devoted to investigation of the

late evolutionary stage of mentioned above process - the inves-

tigation of the collective interaction of supernovae with HI su-

perclouds.

The paper is compiled as followa* In section 2 the model ie

described, in section 3 the basic equations are presented and

expressions for total energy input rate at different evolutionary

stages are obtained^dynamica of supershells with induced star for-

mation is discussed in section 4, finally,in seotion 5 our con-

clusions and main results are formulated.

2.THE MODEL

Structure and evolution of superolouds have be^n disoribed

by Kolesnik [31,32]. Initial supercloud (Fig. 1a), two-phase,gra-
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vitationally - binding!; system la likely to be composed of oold

dense oloudlets with таэзеа /Ttc-'lOO toe and sizes of 5-Ю pc

[30] embedded in a substrate of low density warm interstellar

gaa. Conditions are created in oetral t £ 100 po parts of auper-

olouds for the origin of giant molecular clouds. So giant mole-

cular 0louda appear to be only the oores of these larger funda-

mental structure [16] and contain only some percent of super-

cloud mass [32]. Dense supercloud core is supplied in equilibrium

with turbulent presser £31,32} and has steep density gradient

P~ Z ' • It is embedded into spread isothermal almost homoge-

neous superoloud oorona. The cores of superclouda ore the places

where star formation starts and initial OB-asaooiation arises.

The combined pressure of stellar winds and supernova explosion in

an initial OB-asaociation sweeps out the gas from the volume 00-

oupied by association and generates an expanding shell. In a time

of about 5'Ю yz. 0-stars, the most strong source of stellar

winds vanishe . The shell radius exceeds that of dense turbulent

oore and it expands in the almost homogeneous superoloud corona.

The dynamics of shell is oaused by explosions of intermediate (10-

30 Me) mass stare of initial OB-asaooiation. This stage has been

investigated by Kafatos, MoGray £29]. Tne relation between bubble

radius and expansion velocity is given by the following formula

i\Я /9
where N is the number of massive stars in association, which ex-

plode as supernova • E$/ is the energy produced by each explo-

sion in 10-
3
 ergs units,/to is the superoloud corona gaa density.

From equation (1) it follows shells expansion velocities

have to decrease rapidly enough аз their radii increase. The

OB-aaaociations pontaining more than 10 stars are required to

produce the largest expanding shells according to this theory [42].

But usual QB-assooiationa contain no more than 100 massive stars.

Observations show that expansion velocities of shells vary within

narrow velooity range as their sizes change from 0.1 kpc up to

1.5 kpo approximately (see fig.2) and aven that there is a clear

tendency for HI holes to be bigger if the expansion velooity is

higher [6,8]. So usual OB associations placed at the centres of
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the cavities cannot produce all diversity cf the holes and auper-

ehella observed properties. In studying the atatiatios of the dif-

ferent parameters of sheila one geta the impression that additio-

nal volume sources of energy input appear during shells evolution.

These souroes may be the consequence of the star formation induced

by the shells. This suggestion is confirmed by the fact that star

formation regions are often found along the rims of the supergiant

shells. Propagation of star formation wave from the centre to the

edge of the cavity is demonstrated by the existence of a gradient

of age in the stellar population of some supershells \l"\, 1>\ .

On the other hand the possibility of propagating star forma-

tion is contained in the supercloud model mentioned above.Indeed re-

oently Hunter haa shown [28] that origin of massive (tons solar

mass) protostars is possible in gaa flows colliding with interme-

diate velocities. So impacts of. cold dense cloudlets randomly

distributed in supercloud with induced by initial OB-assooiation

expanding shell can trigger star formation wave propagating oat

of the supercloud centre. Newborn massive stars evolve rapidly
•7

in a time ~ 10' yr. So the supernova explosions wave will propa-

gate в-fter the star formation one £fig.1b). Y/e suggest that these

supernovae are the main energy supply source tor the lergeat super-

shells. At the late stage of evolution shells sweep up dense cloud-

lets. The sites of star formation are packed on shells bodies and

partly disperse them. So main energy input source displaces from

the cavity centre to its periphery. Possible observational conse-

quenoes of such displacement have been discussed by Fomin and Si-

lioh С36, 39 ] . At the earlier evolutionary stage propagation of

supernovae explosions wave have to exchange the X-ray distribution

inside the oavity [36] . At the later stage it тед elongate nuper-

shell along the galactic plane \39~\ •

Searching relation ships between expansion velocities and

shells radii shows that expansion velocities are confined in narrow

velocity range. It gives one more restriction on model parameters.

Coincidence parameters derived in such a way with Independently ob-

served values is one of the model validity criteria. Quantitative

calculations show that induced star formation effioiency y3 haa

to be less than / ^b to confine shells expansion velocities in

narrow range in a time of evolution. These evaluations are In a
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good agreement with the values typical for molecular olouds in Ga-

laxy [15] .

3. BASIC EQUATIONS

In this paper we consider the evolution of spherical super-

shell with radius larger than that of superoloud turbulent molecu-

lar core. When superbubble radius readies the value oomparable to

the scale height of gas distribution in the direction perpendicular

to the galaotio disk the effects of the density distribution should

be important [42,44] . The evolution of supershells with induced

star formation in the plane-stratified ISM will be given in the fol-

lowing paper.

Aooording to the theory, presented in[2,37] shells with desori-

bed above parameters prove to be at radiation stage. We have studied

the dynamios of a shell in infinitely thin layer approximation [1,27,

31]. It has been assumed that all swept-up low density warm gas col-

lapses into a thin shell radius R, gas pressure is uniform within

the aavity and is supplied with oentral energy source and wave of

aeoondary supernovae explosions. Then the motion of shell follows

from [2,33,27,37] :

» Mo (Я/Яо)
3
 ,

 (2)

л
 *

л
 w гЧ (3)

3\Ti)

и =
3 '

Mo = ?"fo #o /3 (7)

Since the mass of neutral hydrogen absent from the oavity is

large enough and exceeds the total mass of newborn stars, self-gra-

vity of supershells is taken into aooount [36,46] in equation

(3). Energy injection rate £o@)±a oomplioated.Initially explosions

of supernovas in initial OB-association dominate,but later - explo-
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aions of newborn massive stars. We adopt the values of initial pa-

rameters as follows: initial radius equals to 100po as usual, ini-

tial velooity and aooeleration aocording to Kafatos and MaCray mo-

del [29] .

Eliminating M(R) and P on (2) - (5) and equating time deriva-

tion (5) to (4) one оan obtain the equation of shell motion;

и4и $TU
3

(3)

Я~"
Three evolutionary stages are evident for different dominated

maohanisms of energy input into oavity.

1. Energy input into oavity is dominated by the supernova explo-

sions in initial OB-association. Evolution of the shell is descri-

bed by Kafatos and McCray, Tomisaka et al. model [29,43] *

2. Energy input into oavity is dominated by newborn supernova ex-

plosions. This one starts immediately after first explosion of new-

born star and ends alter the last of supernova explosions in the

cavity.

3. All massive stars inside supershell have been exploded as su-

pernovae. Energy pumping into cavity stops. Further expansion is

driven by remaining hot rarified internal gas proasure and kinetio

energy of supershell* .

We begin with estimation of energy-increase rate at every evo-

lutionary stage. Supernova rate in an initial OB association is de-

fined by initial mass function and the main sequence lifetime OB

stars. The main sequence lifetimes *Ẑ > of 7-30 M& stars, which do-

minate the supernova energy input [29} • are given approximately

by 2o
=
 Т^СМ/ЮМе) where et = 1.6, £l «3'1O7 yr [29J . Taking power

initial mass function

' Supernova explosions on initial OB-aasooiation dominate energy
input between the second and the third stages if newborn stars
are more massive than those of OB-asaooiation.
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where/via the number of raasaive stars in association, /7?/ ia the

minimum maas of stars exploding аз aupernovae, (Jf= -2.6; C~-(&+

we get that supernova rate is near].у oonstant f 29,43J :

In equation (1С) ̂<? is the mean energy produced by each supernova

explosion. We don't know the initial maas function of second gene-

ration stars. So we presume all newborn stars to have equal тавыеэ

(our qualitative results are not very sensitive to this simplifi-

cation). Induced star formation first appears as the shell radius

exceeds supercloud oore radius and damps when the superohell one

becomes oorapurable to the supercloud radius. But additional energy

input to the cavity stops earlier when тазе of aupershell increases

enough to sweep small cold cloudlets out of cavity. The shell-cloud-

lets interaction is complicated aince the different processes (se-

coundary shook wave, cooling, different types instabilities) оan

combine and interact [.28] . Based on momentum conservation between

constant mass cloudlets and colliding shell gas the rough evalua-

tion of critical radiua R-c of supershell which begins catching

cloudlets can be done. In the сазе equation of cloudlets motion re-

lative colliding shell follows from momentum conservation:

where гц., $c , t£ are the cloudlets mass, geometrical crosa section

and relative velocity, J /̂, is the gas density in the shell. Changing

time derivation d/d / by apace derivation d/d £ , where Z is the

distance calculated from outer Bhell boundary inside cavity we ob-

tain

i 4« . - Uh , ( Ш_

Vc d2

2/H = iTo exp(~ z/Zo) f

 ( 1 3 )

where Zo e 3/7?c 4 R/foSe*-, AR аьй Я is ehe shell thickness and

radiua. It ia clear that cloudlets are caught by the shell when
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If this is the case the critical radius is given by

г зт

Substituting typical parameters of cloudlets We -100 M& , ?n - 5po

end superoloud oorona particle gas denuity fl
o
~/cm into (14) one

gets fl
c
 ~ 300 po.

Time between oloudlet-shell collision and explosion of new-

born massive star as supernova approximately equals the main эе-

quenoe lifetime <^c .So energy pumping by second generation su-

pernova explosions in a time t is driven by the shell size and

velocity in previous time t~ 2~a '.

6
O
 CO ~- T ? )

where rig ±3 the space density of newborn massive stars. Assuming

that at first evolutionary atage ехрела1оп velocity of a shell is

deaoribed by Kafatou-McCray model f29J

) *

one can obtain the expression for mean power delivered by the se-

cond generation suDernova explosions: .
f

If the mass of newborn stars is IWz , then the total number is

/v = M$//1lz -^^ Me / SWz , where /? is the induced star

formation efficiency, He is the тазз of euperoloui corona. Then i t

follows that space density of the second generation supernovae is

given by

£АЬ,
where j^ is the gas density of aupercloud corona. Substituting

(18) into (17) we get:
3 s *
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fixpressions (16) and (19) are valid in a time before the explo-
aion o£ the first newborn supernova. But usually superahells radii
exceed #c even before the first second generation supernova has
occurred. If so, expression (19) for energy input rate is valid du-
ring the whole second phase. Thla phase persists until last super-
nova explodes inside the supershell. Thereafter energy supply into
cavity stops. Further expansion is driven by remaining hot rari-
fied internal gas pressure and kinetic energy of supershell, <fo - ̂  •

4. SUPERSKELLS DYNAMICS. DISCUSSION.

There is no analytical solution to the equation of motion (8).
So numerical solutions to the expansion of supershell are given
here. The equation of motion (8) is equivalent to the dimensionlesa
system of equations

(20)

(21)

q?i (22)

where diraensionless radius R , velocity " , time * and accelera-
tion & are in units Ro , Llo ,F= fio /i/a and Zo- Uo /$<> ,^b'<Sy /f ,
Ш = i for the first evolutionary stage, с*о-<*Ъ /(t~£*>) ,л? » 4/5 for

the second one exLd.£o-O , n\~ О for the third. The model parameters
are: number of stars in initial OB-aosooiation л/ , 3upercloud co-

rona gas number density fl
c
 , efficiency of induced star formation

/3 , minimum mass of stars, exploding as supernovae ̂ i and second

generation supernovae mass гЪц , critical radius «c . We adopt the

values of these parameters as follows:V «* 25,100; /l
o
 =0.5-1.0 cm ,

lTl
z

a
 1°»

2 0
 Mo » &c =0.2-0.4 kpc. Minimum mass of stars, exploding

as supernovae fYL
±
, is taken as in Kafatos and McCray paper [29]

т^« 1М&» The efficiency of induced star formation /3 is given by

the condition 10 k.lL £25 lcm/S in all time of evolution.
The results of calculations are shown in Pigs.3-6. We can see

the dynamics of supershells at the late evolutionary stage are not
sensitive to the parameters of the initial OB-association. In any
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caae expansion velocities have minimum in a range 0,3 - 0,6 kpc,

then rise rapidly, reach maximum and decrease slowly. Radius cor-

responding to velocity minimum as less as moss of newborn stars is

bigger (fig.4).

In a time of acceleration the conditions under which the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability may develop are created £421 . Prom

equation (8) it follows that the acceleration of aupershella

doesn't exceed the value

U «' fo. (24)

Then characteristic time scale of Rayleigh-Taylor instability

grows I ft. j * (A/Z/FQ) is always larger than

(25)

As efficiency of induced star formation is small enough (yS^/O ) 2~nii
corresponding to large-scale perturbations Я^ O,/R and typical ra-

dius Й s 0,5 kpc is of the order of accelerating pha^e prolongation.

Therefore aupershells don't 1озе their integrity in a time of acce-

leration phase if y3 is small enough.

Radiation pressure from field stars model [18] forecasts the

supershells acceleration phaae too. But the above calculations don't

inolude effects of supershells self-gravity. iStudieo of the dynamios

of self-gravitating supershells driven by radiation pressure from

field stars show that they can be accelerated only if energy densi-

ty of starlight radiation \J exceeds the critical value U
c
^f/O<>tj rm .

Mean starlight energy density in Galaxy XJ
m
~ ?-/O

f
?f.<nt /18 J is less

fr an the critical value. Therefore we conclude that radiation pres-

sure from field stars can't accelerate supershells in Galaxy and

similar systems.

In our model self-gravity can be ignored for early expansion

phases. Self-gravitational forces become important only at final

stage when supershells radii exceed 1 kpc and expansion velocities

become of the order of turbulent velocities in supercloud ̂  Юкт/а

(fig.4).

To confine supershells expansion velocities in narrow range in

a time of evolution, the efficiency of induced star formation /?

has to be less than 10 (see fig.5). This value is in a good agree-

ment with the data on low efficiency of OB stars formation in mole-
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oular clouds (15] •

Total energy imparted to the superahell via supernova explo-

sions and maximum expansion velocity is bigger as efficiency of

induced star formation yd or critical radius A
c
 are higher (see

fig. 5,6). Radius of supershell corresponding to maximum expan-

sion velocity is bigger ая A or R
c
 higher too.

5. CONCLUSIONS

I.The model of neutral hydrogen supershells generation by in-

duced star formation is proposed. Super3hell structures are na-

tural by-product of sweeping up neutral gas out of central parts

of superclouds by supernova explosions at the .late stage of star

oomplexes evolution. For understanding dynamics of the most huge

sapershells it is necessary to take into aocount that expanding

shells can induce star formation in pre-existing as a result of

thermal instability cold dense cloudlets with masses about 100

Explosions of massive (~/0Me) short living (-/Oyi) newborn stars give

then an additional volume energy supply to supershells expansion.

2. Equation of motion of spherical supersheil driven by in-

duced supernova explosions is obtained.

3. Efficisncy of induced star formation has to be less than

1% to produce supershells with radii <*> ikpc and expansion veloci-

ties 10 - 25 km/a in all time of evolution. This value ia in a

good agreement with the data of OB stars formation efficiency in

molecular clouds in Galaxy.

4. Gas pressure inside cavity iaoreases after beginning the

second generation supernova explcsione,- so a sufficiently large

( R. *** O,3-r0
t
6t.f>c ) shells can expand at an ever-increasing speeds.

The tendency for HI holes to be bigger if the expansion veloci-

ty is higher has been observed for M31 Ьо1ез [8] . The most huge

supershells in Ш С also have relatively large (•* 3C/enj JS~ J expan-

sion velocities El 1,133 • Obviously additional and more precise

studies of the relationship between supershells radii and expan-

sion velocities is needed to better understanding supershells dy-

namics and generation.

5. Starting at superoloud centre the dtar formation spreads
7 Я

like infections on hundreds parsec in a time of Ю - Ю yr. Mas-

ses of expanding shells are higher as their radii are bigger. The-

refore supershells sweep up cold dense cloudlets out of the cavi-
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tiea as tlieir radii exceed critical value R.
c
^O

t
JlvO

t
$iip^. So for

the most huge supersheИз star formation have to be organized

along their rims or inside supershell bodies itself. Young stars

and associations have to be distributed over supershell periphe-

ries. Gradient of age in stellar population has to exist from the

centre to the edge of the supershells.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F i g . 1 . A. soenario of the evolution of s u p e r s h e l l s . a) The s t r u c t u r e
of supercJoud. b) I n i t i a l evolutionary s t a g e . Explosions of
SN in i n i t i a l OB as soc ia t ions are predominant energy supply
to s h e l l s expansion, c) Secona generation SIT explosions
phase. Newborn s t a r s formation have been induced by the same
s h e l l at the previous evolut ionary s t a g e . d ) End phase of su-
pershe l l evolut ion. Supershel l sweeps up c l o u d l e t s from the
oavity. S t a r formation and supemovae explosions inside oa-
vity stop.

Fig.2. Dependence of the expansion velocities on supershells radii
according to Heiles [253 data.

Fig.3. Dependence of the expansion velocity on supershell radius in
the oases of different numbers of stars in init ial OB-asso-
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oiation (I. л/ ж 25, 2. л/ вЮО) and gas number density

in superoloud corona (solid curves correspond to flo~ O
t
Scm

dashed lines correspond to fto ~ /cm ).

Pig.4. Dependence of the expansion velocity on aupershell radius

for different masses of newborn stars. i.ftl̂ -ll/Vfe, 2,

Dashed line represents the same dependence, but does not

take into account self-gravity of supershell./?o-tern ,

J
Pig.5. Dependence of the expansion velocity on aupershell radius

for different efficiency of induced star formation.1.y#»1%

2./ »0,5%| З.уЗ -О.25Я; In all oases / / ^

Pig.6. Dependence of the expansion velocity on supershe11 radius

for different values of oritical radius #c . 1. Re - O>

2. Я
с
~0,Зкрс. 3. Ra-O^kp^. In all oases na=O,Scm\t{= 25

 %

f Ma # гП
г
 : 1OM

e
 » A- O,5% •
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